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- We observe N...., Xn I &

- Let F(x) =0<X*x) denote the co
f(x) denote the density,

- goal:Estimate & at a pointNo.

-Given thatf(x0): Flzikso we might
consider estimatingf(x) w/ a plug-estimator

->empirical cost

F(2) = F(x)(x =x
- One way

to estimate Fis via the empirical CDF.

(1) #(2) = z1[X=3
- We know thatthisisa "good" estimator ofCDF.
7 5g.in [F(2) - F(z)]-N(0,02)

-ut:Estimatingf(X0) via (1) turns out to be
a very bad idea

↑

1Ear



A lot ofthings will be 0.

A better one will lead us to KDE.

-Another optionuses that

f(X0) =himth)
-F(Xo-h>

h-0 2h

and so, whenhis
small
oth)-ECses

2h

- This suggests an estimator

F(X0th)- E(nh)fh(X0)i =-

= Inz 219Xo-h<Xix Xoth)

Jn(X)
,

(asi)
=h.2z1i*exe)

-

↑T|
·0

&x,hxsh xixy >

#ote:This estimate off is not smooth.
Question:Can we definea smoother estimate off?
-

Ans:Yes!



- LeeKibe a kernel, thatis,
a functionsatisfying / K(U)dU =1.

#et:An 5th order kernd isa kernel K

that satisfies

JurK(uidu = 0 for 0=1,2,., 5-1

1Jusk(u)dul< 1
↳IfK issymmetric about zero, [Km):K(n]

then K isalways at least a 2nd order

Kernel.) 5 =2)

↳Using higher order kernels (s>2) can
lead to estimators with lower bias.

-meralform ofthe KDE

For h>o,
f(X0): =n2K(**)

=h.2kn))
where kn(n) =K( >



soofkernelsinus
=ASponsorone Δ

2) Epanechnikov:K(U)
=5 (1-47)1Rros

3) Gaussian:K(u)=*exp1-y )
Note:All ofthese kernels are and-order,

#ifact:IfK is non-negative, then for anyh>o,
Inis a PDF.

Iπ zk)*)d
=+2/hK) z*)dx (n =1)
=H

-zfk(u)d =1,

sayingf(x0):
We now study the performance ofInsx0) as
an estimatesoff (X0).

We'll quantify the performance interms of
the NSE:



E(9fu(x0 - f(x03-) =(x0]--
+rar [Fn (x0)]
-

variance

Here, we'll suppose that I belongs to (B,L) Holden
class m./ B=2, and L >0.

↓ ote:All ofthe calculations wedo stillgo
through ofthe restrictionoff to a
abld. of No is(p,L>-Holden,

Recall:sayingthat is(2,2) Hilder means that

(f'(X,) - f((Xc)(=L/X1 -Xz)Vxxxz

We focus on the case where the kand K isi
↳bounded

-> non-negative
- 2nd order

↓ bounded support

We're goingto see that choosinga small bandwidth ho

yields bias and highvariance and vice versa.



Bias ofKDE

Recall:Bias =[[h(x0] - f(x0)

#[Fn(x0)] =thEE(K) **)]
(iid) =G (k)*)]

(n =40)
-(K) *) f(x,)dx,
=> fK (n) f( Xo+nh) du

Recalling /Kiuidu=1, and so
Bias=E[fu(0)] - f(X0) -smooth!

=Jk(u)otnhi
- f(xe

By the mean-value Then, we know there exists

*un such that

* =uhf' run)
Hence

Bias=IK (u) uhf'(Muh) alre

SulubfleKNahSfi-fi,a2nd order

=



Hence

lBias) = DSKLU)nh[f'( Xan) - f'(x0)] all
sensor <h/K(U) (U11f') Xun)- f'(x0)/du
Hilder & Lh/ K(u) (u)( xn - xodu
CLipschitz)

DXy - xo) =2h-Iudu
0k2

=L0,h2

Hence,fax(20,4h +

Variance ofthe KDE

var(F(x0)) =var(.zK)*)]
I independence) hzvar(K)*)]

cidentical) var(*1*)]
momentxi- E(k(y*0)"]
-
2nd

=fk)X0)f(xi)dx,"
-**.

- Innif(xotuh)du (2)

**



We'll study Ainwhat follows.
To do this, we'll make use of two facts;
it isHilden continuous => continuous

2) K has bounded support.

LetK=inf<u:k() > 03, K2=sup2n:K(n) > 0].
We have that

** =/K(u) f(Xo +whidu
=(,*((u) f(X0 +uh)dn

↓supf(xotehspikinfee[
Ifh = 1, then thisshows that

< [sup
*
f(x0+t)])*(u)du

Hence, we have shown that,by pluggingin

Vaw(fn (x0)).h



plugginginour bound on the
andtrance, we find that MSE

NASE= (20,h
++

By setting
220,h+ =h

=>h=(n
-15

1: NSE=0(n15)
Generalization

1) 1-dimensional setting mydifferent
amounts ofsmoothness

If I belongs to a (B,L) Holder class,
then similar arguments show that

- 2B
aNSE=0(n ++1)
ifa kernel has sufficiently high order,

We saw thisisclass wilp=2.



↳) rough density a smarch density

&In.
sufficiently highorder
kernel leads to very

smooth density which makes

No easion to be estimated.

2) d-dimensional probs,
Suppose Xisdedimensional and we want to
estimate f(x0) ata fixed NOERd.
AKDEinthissetting takes the form

H

fu(X0) =ha ,K)Nx05)
Iffis3-times differentible and all
partial derivatives up to order S isbounded,
then

nasE =0 (nd (
Note:The dimension of appears inthe

denomination of exponent,



AmasEuB
1
-0.67

4 a
-a5

10 I n- 029
One way ofthinking about the exponenton
n =

IfMSE =vic, then, when his

large, to have NSE, you need to
collect about2% more data,


